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Participation in a new venture capital fund

TERN.L

Tern has agreed to participate in a new venture capital fund, the Sure Valley
Ventures UK Software Technology Fund (New SVV Fund). The fund is
expected to complete its first close with £85m of investment, of which £50m
will be from the British Business Bank (BBB) with the balance from other
investors. Tern’s £5m investment will be drawn down in tranches over the
10-year life of the fund, with only £90k on the first close. In our view, this
broadens Tern’s exposure to early-stage private UK technology companies
with only a modest capital commitment. SVV has a track record of
developing a portfolio of technology investments, delivering both cash
returns and a steady flow of upward revaluations. We believe that Tern’s
participation will achieve attractive financial returns while also expanding
its pipeline of technology businesses to add to its network of companies,
with the potential for additional commitments over and above investments
made through the New SVV Fund.
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▪ Low risk and modest capital commitment. Tern will initially invest
approximately £90k on the first close, to fund the New SVV Fund’s first
investment, which has already been identified. Over the 10-year life of the
New SVV Fund, Tern will invest up to £5m in total. Based on expected total
investment commitments of £85m, this represents a c.5.9% interest for
Tern. In our view, Tern’s interest can be sufficiently funded from its
existing resources, with no need for additional funds. The total fund
investment could increase to £95m, but Tern’s investment allocation of
£5m will not increase.

▪ Early-stage access to additional technology businesses will allow Tern to
potentially expand its network of Internet of Things (IOT) technology
companies, to generate shareholder value. This announcement follows a
positive update on its existing portfolio last month. The update confirmed
that recent successful fundraises are already starting to bear fruit in terms
of growing monthly recurring revenues, a key metric used in exit
valuations.

▪ Tern remains well-funded. The successful £4m fundraise in July last year
has allowed further investment in its existing businesses, and Tern is
benefitting from greater flexibility when it comes to the timing of followon rounds, additional raises and M&A. The IPO of portfolio company Wyld
Networks last year has also reduced reliance on Tern for funding,
providing access to additional capital and an exit strategy over time.
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